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1.  As an English speaker, what were some of the challenges of learning Italian?
How long it took you to master the language?

I  was hopeless at languages when I was in school and a miracle happened the day I
passed my French exam! The trouble with being a native English speaker is that most of
the other European languages have difficult pronunciation (by difficult  I  mean that they
pronounce letters and words in a different way to us English lot ;)) Not to mention the
grammar...and all those verbs! Why can we, I, you, they just 'go' but in Italian 'noi andiamo,
io vado, tu vai and loro vanno'?

The biggest problem though is ourselves. We decide that learning another language is too
hard and say things like "I'll never be able to speak Italian".

The truth is it really isn't that difficult. The trick is to simplify. I learnt Italian the same way I
learnt English, just twenty years later. I started out using a few basic words and then slowly
introduced others, then a few simple phrases and after a couple of months I was able to
chat away with the best of them.



Italian is actually pretty easy once you learn the basics as its said as it's written.

2.  There are many learning languages books on the market, what makes your book
stand out from the rest?

The fact that it's designed to be simple. Most phrasebooks out there try to cram in every
word and phrase in the language but a tourist doesn't need the half of it and it just makes it
harder  to  find  the  ones they do need.  Italian  for  Tourists  is  formatted  for  easy,  quick
reference and contains only the information a tourist is likely to need. It takes the language
back to the basics making it possible for everyone to speak Italian.

3.  What do you want to accomplish with this blog tour?

As this book was published a while ago, I regularly do tours to keep it 'fresh' and drum up
new interest. Obviously with Christmas just around the corner now is a perfect time to
bring it to the attention of shoppers and hopefully make some extra sales.

4.  Places where our readers could purchase the book.

Italian for Tourists is available in most formats now including print, kindle, nook and other
electronic versions and can be purchased from most online bookstores.

http://www.amazon.com/ITALIAN-TOURISTS-Pocket-Jo-Linsdell/dp/1409278263

http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/italian-for-tourists-pocket-edition/4684563?
productTrackingContext=author_spotlight_399848_

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/jo-linsdell

http://www.waterstones.com/waterstonesweb/products/jo+linsdell/italian+for+tourists3a+pocket+edition/6804
517/

http://itunes.apple.com/us/book/italian-for-tourists/id452170721?mt=11

5. Tips for learning quickly and correctly a foreign language.

• Keep it simple. Start with the basics and grow your vocabulary from there. Never
over-complicate things or you'll end up blocked.

• When you can, listen to a native speaking the language to familiarize yourself with 
the correct pronunciation. If you're in Italy, ear-drop in Piazza. If you're back home, 
try listening to Italian songs. Think of the ways you learnt your language and apply 
the same to Italian.       
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